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Abstract
Hitherto all partial evaluators have processed a complete program to produce a complete
residual program. We are interested in treating programs as collections of modules which can
be processed independently: ‘separate partial evaluation’, so to speak. In this paper we still
assume that the original program is processed in its entirety, but we show how to specialise
it to the static data bit-by-bit, generating a dierent module for each bit. When the program to
be specialised is an interpreter, this corresponds to specialising it to one module of its object
language at a time: each module of the object language gives rise to one module of the residual
program. c© 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is a truism that large programs ought to be built up from smaller independent
modules. A module is a manageable chunk, both intellectually and for a compiler;
trying to understand an entire large program in one go would be impossible, trying to
compile it in one go would be impractical. Sharing modules between programs is also
important: a library of already understood, already compiled modules can be built up
and subsequently used with little intellectual eort or compilation cost.
The same arguments apply to any software tool: any tool intended to manipulate
large programs should take into account their module structure. In this paper we are
concerned with partial evaluators, tools for generating new programs by specialising
old ones [16, 17]. Despite major advances in partial evaluation technology over the last
decade, module structure has been almost entirely ignored. In this paper we examine
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the issues involved in an extension to multi-module programs, and we present what
we believe is the rst partial evaluator which can generate a program consisting of
more than one module. This paper does not completely solve the multi-module prob-
lem, however, because the ‘old program’ from which the new ones are generated still
consists of a single module.
The rest of the introduction is structured as follows. In the next subsection we briey
explain partial evaluation and the Futamura projections: this section can be skipped by
the initiated. Following that we discuss the issue of inherited limits. Finally, we explain
the problem we solve in this paper.
1.1. What is partial evaluation?
A partial evaluator is a program transformation tool, that given a program P and
some of its inputs x, produces a specialised or residual program Px, which processes
the remaining inputs y to produce the same output as P would given all the inputs
together. Thus Pxy=Pxy. The intention is that computations that depend only on the
known inputs (static computations) are performed by the partial evaluator, so that Px
contains only computations depending on y (dynamic computations), and is therefore
more ecient than P.
The classic simple example is the power function
power nx= if n=1 then x else xpower (n− 1) x
Partial evaluation of this program given that n is 3 produces
power3 x= xpower2 x
power2 x= x  power1 x
power1 x= x
which contains three specialised versions of the power function, for values 3, 2 and 1
of the static argument n. All computations on n have been removed.
Early partial evaluators classied computations as static or dynamic during speciali-
sation, but in recent years most attention has been focussed on so-called oine partial
evaluation, for which the classication is decided in advance. An oine partial eval-
uator must be combined with a preprocessor called a binding-time analyser, which
classies each computation and records the classications as annotations on the source
program. An oine partial evaluator just follows the annotations, and can so be rela-
tively simple.
Following convention, we call the partial evaluator mix. Specialised programs are
obtained by applying the partial evaluator to the unspecialised program and its static
data: Px =mix P x.
Partial evaluation is especially interesting when the program to be specialised is an
interpreter interp. Suppose interp P data computes the output of program P on input
data; then interpP computes the same output given just the data { it is a program
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equivalent to P, but expressed of course in the language that the partial evaluator
processes. We can regard it as compiled code for P, and so use mix as a compiler:
mix interp P= interpP = code for P.
We can obtain the same results using a specialised version of mix for eciency:
mixinterp P=mix interp P= interpP . We can regard mixinterp as a compiler for the lan-
guage that interp accepts. A partial evaluator can therefore be used for compiler gen-
eration: compiler=mix mix interp.
Finally, if we specialise mix to itself we obtain compiler=mixmix interp, so mixmix
can be regarded as a compiler generator, which can be constructed automatically as
mix mix mix!
These applications of partial evaluation are known as the Futamura projections [7],
and are of considerable practical importance. They make possible not only the gener-
ation of programs, but the generation of ecient program generation tools.
1.2. Inherited limits
When we specialise an interpreter interp to a program P, we might reasonably
expect that the form of the ‘compiled code’ interpP should depend principally on P.
But since the code is a residual version of the interpreter, there may be limits on the
form obtainable for interpP which are inherited from the form of interp. Such limits
are always undesirable; they restrict the quality of code obtainable.
For example, some early (‘monovariant’) partial evaluators produced one function
denition in the residual program from each function in the original. Thus the number
of function denitions in a specialised interpreter was xed, rather than depending as
one would expect on the number of function denitions in the program to be com-
piled P. Such a strong inherited limit makes almost any interesting specialisation im-
possible. Polyvariant partial evaluators lift the restriction, by generating many residual
functions from one function denition, for dierent values of the static parameters.
Polyvariant specialisation is needed for most applications of partial evaluation { even
for the simple power example.
There are many other kinds of inherited limits, and many advances in partial evalu-
ation have been aimed at lifting one of them. For example, Romanenko’s arity raising
[21] allows one parameter in the source program to give rise to many in the residual
program { without it, ‘compiled code’ was obliged to pass multiple parameters in one
list. Mogensen’s constructor specialisation [18] allows one constructor in the source
to give rise to many in the residual code { without it, ‘compiled code’ had to repre-
sent dierent constructors by one with a ‘constructor name’ component. Hughes’ type
specialisation [15] allows one type in the source to give rise to many in the residual
{ without it, ‘compiled code’ must inject all values into one universal type. When-
ever an inherited limit is lifted, the quality of obtainable residual programs improves.
Mogensen surveys the history of partial evaluation from this perspective in [19].
To date, programs to be specialised have consisted of a single module, as have
residual programs. In other words, the number of modules in the source program is
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limited to one, and the residual programs inherit this limit. In this paper we still restrict
source programs to a single module, but this limit is not inherited by residual code.
1.3. Partial evaluation and modules
Previous partial evaluators have worked in a monolithic way: the entire original
program is specialised with respect to all of the static data in one application of the
partial evaluator, which generates the entire residual program. Our goal is to process
one ‘module’ at a time. But what exactly does this mean?
At rst sight it seems natural to consider the specialisation of a program consisting
of several modules; one might expect to specialise each module independently, giving
rise to a specialised module. We follow this approach in another paper [5]. But it does
not lift the inherited limit on the number of modules in the residual program, which still
depends on the number of modules in the source! When we construct mix interp P,
the number of modules in the residual program should depend on P, not on interp. To
achieve this, we need to split the static data into ‘modules’, not the program to be
specialised. In this paper we assume that the program to be specialised is given in its
entirety, but the data it is specialised to may be broken up into parts. We will present
a partial evaluator that generates one module of the residual program for each ‘part’
of the static data. When we specialise interpreters, the static data is the program to
be compiled, and the parts are of course the modules of that program. The generated
compilers therefore produce one module of compiled code from each module in the
source: they support separate compilation.
1.4. Overview of the paper
In the next section we discuss separate specialisation in more detail, but still infor-
mally. We take as an example an interpreter for a very small language with modules,
and show what we hope separate specialisation will achieve. At the end of the sec-
tion we give an abstract formalisation of the behaviour of a ‘separate specialiser’ by
revising the mix equation.
The next three sections contain a formal description of the partial evaluator that we
have implemented. Section 3 describes the meta-language that we specialise. Section 4
describes our binding-time analysis, and applies it to the running example. Section 5
gives a formal specication of our partial evaluator via inference rules.
We go on to briey describe our implementation in Section 6, and to discuss sep-
arate specialisation of a larger example in Section 7. Here we compile grammars into
LL1 matchers by specialising a generic matcher; our grammars can of course be split
into modules, and we show how our approach helps us to implement cross-module
optimisations in a simple way.
Finally in Section 8 we discuss briey the prospects for extending our partial eval-
uator to support richer module systems, in Section 9 we discuss related work, and in
Section 10 we conclude.
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2. Separate specialisation
We shall now introduce a simple example interpreter for a language with multiple
modules, to be used to illustrate separate specialisation in later sections. The language,
MC, is a simple machine code with cross-module jumps, and its abstract syntax is
given as Haskell type declarations in Fig. 1. A module in this language consists of a
data Inst = Inc Reg j Dec Reg j JNZ Reg Lab
type Reg = Int
type Lab = String
type Module = ([String]; [(Lab; [Inst])])
Fig. 1. MC abstract syntax.
exec ::Module! [Inst]! [Int]! [Int]
exec m [] regs= regs
exec m (i : is) regs=
case i of
Inc r ! exec m is (inc r regs)
Dec r ! exec m is (dec r regs)
JNZ r lab ! if get r regs=0
then exec m is regs
else jump m lab regs
jump ::Module! Lab! [Int]! [Int]
jump (mods; labs) lab regs=
if lab 2 dom labs
then exec (mods; labs) (assoc labs lab) regs
else jumpmodule mods lab regs
jumpmodule :: [String]! Lab! [Int]! [Int]
jumpmodule [] lab regs= error \Undened label"
jumpmodule (m : mods) lab regs=
let mod = readmodule m
in if lab 2 exports mod
then jump mod lab regs
else jumpmodule mods lab regs
exports ::Module! [Lab]
exports (mods; labs)= dom labs
Fig. 2. MC interpreter.
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list of imported modules (Strings), and a list of labelled instruction sequences. In this
simple language, all labels dened in a module are exported. The interpreter for MC
is given in Fig. 2.
The main function here is exec: given a module, it interprets a list of instructions in
the scope of that module, taking the initial list of values in the registers as an argument
and delivering the nal list of register contents as its result. It calls jump to interpret
jumps: jump chooses between a local jump and a jump into an imported module. The
latter are handled by jumpmodule, which searches the list of imported modules to nd
the one that exports the label being jumped to, and jumps to it. To do so, jumpmodule
needs to convert module names into their contents: this is done using the function
readmodule, which is expected to read the corresponding module from the le system.
The labels exported by a module are extracted by exports.
We also use a number of auxiliary functions: inc (and dec) increment (respectively
decrement) the appropriate register in the list of register contents, get fetches the value
of a register, assoc looks up a label in an association list, and dom returns the list of
labels dened.
This interpreter could now be specialised by a monolithic partial evaluator. The list
of register values (regs) would be classied as dynamic everywhere it appears, all other
values would be classied as static. Specialisation to a multi-module program would
require access to all the modules, and would construct one large residual program. But
our aim is to specialise it with respect to just one module.
During such a ‘separate specialisation’ only a part of the static data is available. So
when we specialise a function, only some of its static arguments will be known. We
will be obliged to treat the remaining static arguments as though they were dynamic.
However, their values will indeed be known before run-time. We therefore produce
a partly specialised function, which can be specialised further during a later partial
evaluation, when the values of its remaining static arguments are known. We will
distinguish three binding-times: static, meaning available now, late static, meaning
available during a later specialisation, and dynamic, meaning available at run-time.
Looking at the MC interpreter, we can see that imported modules are only used
as arguments to the functions exports and jump. Therefore, if we specialise these
two functions to a module A, then when A is imported into other modules those
specialisations can be used instead of A itself. We shall place these specialisations in
what we call the interface le for A: later specialisations that use A need therefore
only read its interface le.
The denitions in the interface le are only partly specialised; for example, the
specialisation of jump is to a known value for the Module parameter, but the Lab
parameter is unknown at the time that the interface le is generated. When the interface
le is used to specialise a call of jump from another module, then the label is indeed
known, and the denition from the interface le can be specialised further.
In general, specialising the MC interpreter to a module A may produce many resid-
ual function denitions; the specialisations of exports and jump may themselves call
specialisations of exec, jumpmodule, or indeed other specialisations of jump. But it
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double : JNZ 0 continue
continue : Dec 0
Inc 1
Inc 1
JNZ 0 continue
Fig. 3. An MC program.
exportsA= [\double"; \continue"]
jumpA lab regs=
if lab=\double"
then execdouble (head regs) (head (tail regs))
else if lab=\continue"
then execcontinue (head regs) (head (tail regs))
else error \Undened label"
execdouble regs0 regs1 =
if regs0 = 0
then [regs0; regs1]
else execcontinue regs0 regs1
execcontinue regs0 regs1 =
if regs0 − 1=0
then [regs0 − 1; regs1 + 1 + 1]
else execcontinue (regs0 − 1) (regs1 + 1 + 1)
Fig. 4. Residual interpreter for the example.
is not necessary to place every such residual function denition in the interface le.
Residual functions which have only dynamic parameters cannot be specialised further,
and so their denitions need not be made available to later specialisations. Instead, we
place them in a code le for A, whose functions may be referred to, but not specialised
further, in later specialisations. Functions in the code le may be called from the inter-
face le; when such interface denitions are later specialised further to produce code
in other modules, they give rise to direct calls from one code le to another.
To take a concrete example, consider the MC program in Fig. 3, which adds twice
the contents of register 0 to register 1. When we specialise exports and jump to this
module (and to two registers), we obtain the result shown in Fig. 4. Here exportsA is
purely static, and jumpA has a static parameter (lab); both these functions are placed
in the interface le. On the other hand, execdouble and execcontinue have purely dynamic
arguments and can be placed in the code le. (In fact, specialisations of exec will
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always be placed in the code le, and specialisations of jump and exports will always
be placed in the interface le; the binding-times in the residual function denitions are
determined by the binding-times in the source.)
Now suppose that another module contains a jump to double. The jump will be
interpreted by a call
jump (readmodule A) \double" regs0 regs1
We specialise this call by reading the specialisation jumpA from A’s interface le, and
specialising it further to label \double". The result will be a residual call
execdouble regs0 regs1
that is, a direct call to the code le. Of course, this is only possible provided the
specialisation to A has already been performed; therefore, we require module imports
to be acyclic, and imported modules to be ‘compiled’ before the modules that import
them.
2.1. Revising the mix equation
One of the attractive aspects of partial evaluation is that, even if a partial evaluator
is a complex piece of software, its behaviour can be specied at an abstract level
by a very simple equation. Moreover, this equation is sucient for us to be able to
prove that specialising an interpreter to an object program is equivalent to compiling
the program. But introducing modules complicates the picture. In this subsection we
show that, even so, we can give an analogous specication of separate specialisation,
and prove the same result from it.
In both the standard and our new case, we must do three things: specify the behaviour
of the partial evaluator, dene what it means to be an interpreter, and then prove that
specialising an interpreter compiles from one language to another. We show how this
is done, rst for the standard case, and then for our own.
The behaviour of a standard partial evaluator can be specied by the classic mix
equation. Writing <P=L for the semantics of program P in language L, the mix-equation
states that
<mix P x=L y= <P=L x y
We shall take the semantics of programs to be curried functions, and write this equation
in the simpler form
<mix P x=L= <P=L x
An L-program I is an interpreter for language X if
<I =L pX = <pX =X
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Given this, it is easy to show that specialising an interpreter to an object program
produces an equivalent program in language L:
<mix IpX =L = <I =L pX
= <pX =X
In this paper we are concerned only with languages with modules; we will therefore
restrict the form of programs accordingly. Abstractly, a program in language X will
be a pair, of a main program, and a collection of named modules.
ProgX =MainProgX  (ModId !ModuleX )
We insist that the semantics of a program take the form
<hpX ; mX i=X =PX <pX =(MX <mX =)
MX <mX == x(:n:MX <mXn=)
where
PX < − = :MainProgX ! (ModId ! U)! U
MX < − = :ModuleX ! (ModId ! U)! U
dene the semantics of main programs and modules, respectively, and U is a universal
domain of values. By restricting language semantics to this form, we guarantee that
while the meaning of a module or main program can of course depend on the meanings
of other modules, it can never depend on their source code.
We say that a module mX depends on a module named n if
MX <mX =([n 7!?]) 6=MX <mX =
We insist that the module dependency relation be well-founded; in practice this means
we rule out cyclic module dependencies. We will need this assumption a couple of
times below. An important consequence is that the xpoint in the denition of MX is
unique.
We shall consider an interpreter for language X written in language L, to be a pair
of programs Ip and Im, where Ip implements PX and Im implements MX . Formally,
PL<Ip= ? hpX ; i=PX <pX =
PL<Im= ? hmX ; i=MX <mX =
Notice the ?: in this paper, we do not allow an interpreter to consist of many modules.
We dene the specialisation of such an interpreter to a complete X -program in terms
of subsidiary specialisations to the main program and individual modules:
mix hIp; Imi hpX ; mX i= letrec mL= n:mixm Im mL (mX n)
in hmixp Ip mL pX ; mLi
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It is mixm and mixp that we actually implement: specialising an interpreter to a com-
plete program is achieved by a sequence of specialisations to individual modules and
the main program. This is possible because module dependencies are well-founded.
Notice that when we specialise Im to an X -module, we provide the ‘compiled code’
of the other modules (mL), and similarly for Ip. At this level of abstraction we do not
consider the division of residual modules into code les and interface les, so mL n
represents both code and interface for module n.
What does it mean for mixm and mixp to be correct? We require that mixm translate
an X -module into an equivalent L-module, and mixp translate an X -main program into
an equivalent L one. Formally
ML<mixm Im mL mX =(ML <mL=)=MX <mX =(ML <mL=)
PL<mixp Ip mL pX =(ML <mL=)=PX <pX =(ML <mL=)
We must of course interpret L- and X -modules in the same module environment, which
we construct from the ‘compiled code’ mL on both sides of these equations. Notice
once again that mL appears twice on the left-hand sides: using the rst occurrence
the partial evaluator can unfold calls of functions in other modules, using the second
occurrence the generated module can make calls to functions in other modules.
Using these properties, we can prove that specialising an interpreter to a complete
program translates it correctly from language X into language L.
Theorem 1. <mix hIp; Imi hpX ; mX i=L= <hpX ; mX i=X
Proof. Let hpL; mLi=mix hIp; Imi hpX ; mX i, and let =ML <mL=.
First we shall prove that =MX <mX =.

=by denition of 
ML <mL=
=by denition of ML
x (:n:ML<mL n=)
=xpoint property
n:ML<mL n=
=denition of mL; in mix
n:ML<mixm Im mL (mX n)=
=correctness of mixm
n:MX <mX n=
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= unique xpoint, module dependencies are well-founded
x(:n:MX <mX n=)
= denition of MX
MX <mX =
Now we can prove
<hpL; mLi=L
=denition of < − =L
PL<pL=(ML <mL=)
= denition of pL
PL<mixp Ip mL pX =(ML <mL=)
= correctness of mixp
PX <pX =(ML <mL=)
= argument above
PX <pX =(MX <mX =)
= denition of < − =X
<hpX ; mX i=X
In practice, we implement mixm and mixp by the same program, with dierent ags,
and since Im and Ip normally have a great deal in common, we represent them by
a single program with distinguished entry points. In most of this paper we will discuss
mixm and Im, but we return to the subject of main programs in Section 6.
Although we discuss specialisation of interpreters here, bear in mind that almost
any program can be regarded as an interpreter for its input data. In our case, any
program whose data is supplied as a collection of named chunks can be regarded as
an interpreter for a language with modules, and its specialisation can be specied by
the conditions above.
3. The meta-language
The language that our partial evaluator processes is a small, simply typed functional
language, essentially a subset of Haskell. The restriction to simple types is a major one,
but is shared with most other work on specialising typed functional programs { for
example, Birkedal and Welinder’s ML-MIX actually processes a monomorphic dialect
of ML [3, 4].
A program is a sequence of denitions: of functions, entry points, or data-types.
The syntax of programs appears in Fig. 5. Here f ranges over function names, x over
variable names, c over constructors, n over numeric constants, s over strings,  over
type variables and T over type names. By convention ~x stands for x1 : : : xn, and so on.
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p ::= ~d
d ::= f ~x= e j
x0 !f ~x= e j
data T ~= c1 ~1 j : : : j cn ~n
 ::= Int j Bool j String jModule j 1! 2 j T ~ j 
e ::= n j s j True j False j x j c ~e j e1 e2 j
x! e j e1@e2 j f ~e jm: f ~e j
let ~x = ~e in e j
if e1 then e2 else e3 j
case e of f: : : ci ~xi 7! ei : : :g j
readmodule e j e ! f ~e
Fig. 5. Syntax of programs.
Our meta-language is higher-order, but we distinguish between named and unnamed
functions. Unnamed functions are values created by -expressions and may be applied
using the application operator ‘@’; their types are written in the form 1! 2. Named
functions are introduced by top-level denitions, and invoked by calls of the form f ~e.
Named functions are not values, and Haskell-style partial applications are not permitted.
We make this distinction because we use named functions as specialisation points;
a similar distinction is made by most other partial evaluators that support higher-order
functions.
Our language provides Haskell-like sum-of-products datatypes, including the type of
lists. We allow data types to be parameterised, even though our language is otherwise
simply typed. Thus, constructors may be polymorphic, although functions may not.
This extends Birkedal and Welinder’s treatment of data-types, which also required
constructors to be monomorphic [4]; however, we treat this extension only informally
in this paper.
In order to support separate specialisation, we have included a construction which
makes crossing module boundaries explicit. We dene the entry points of a program
to be specialised via a special form of denition:
x0 !f ~x= e
Here the rst parameter, x0, is the module that f will be specialised to. Similarly, we
invoke an entry point via a call of the form m !f ~e. Specialising an entry point to
a module value x0 creates an entry point in the module’s interface le. The remaining
parameters ~x are supplied when the interface le is used in a later specialisation. At
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this time these parameters may be static or dynamic, so during the rst specialisation
they can only be late static or dynamic. The rst specialisation can therefore treat all
these parameters as unknown.
To guarantee that module values are only manipulated by the entry points of the
interpreter, we introduce an abstract data type Module. The function readmodule, which
reads a named module from the le system, returns a result of this type, and the
parameter before the ‘!’ in an entry point call must have this type. But the formal
parameter in an entry point denition has the type of a module’s contents (which
must of course be the same in each entry point denition). Thus, we may apply the
readmodule function anywhere, and freely pass module values around, but the only
way to process the contents of a module is via one of the entry points. This guarantees
that if we specialise the entry points of an interpreter to a module contents, then those
specialisations will suce to handle all future uses of the module.
We also provide a syntax for external function calls: m: ~e invokes function f dened
in module m. Here m names a module of the residual program; such an external
function will never be specialised further. External calls may appear in source code,
but their main purpose is to express cross-module calls in the programs produced by
the specialiser.
Returning to our running example, we show how to modify the MC interpreter to
make cross-module calls explicit in Fig. 6. (We present the code in a sugared form of
our meta-language, in which, for example, we allow ourselves to use pattern matching
on the left hand side of function denitions.) We have made the functions jump and
exports into entry points, since these are the functions that examine the structure of
imported modules. Since jump is called in two places, once to interpret a cross-module
jump and once to interpret a local jump, we are obliged to duplicate its denition. This
is the origin of the new function jumplocal.
4. Binding-time analysis
In this section we specify our binding-time analysis, that is, the process whereby we
determine which computations should be static, late static, and dynamic. Our binding-
time analyser produces an annotated program as its output, and in the rst subsection
we describe these annotations. In the second subsection we give our binding-time rules,
which specify how annotations may be added to programs. In the third subsection we
return to our running example, and show the results of applying binding-time analysis
to it.
4.1. The annotated language
Our partial evaluator is of the oine type, and is controlled via binding-time annota-
tions. Our annotations are based on a binding-time type system, following
[10, 13, 4, 6, 12]. The syntax of annotated programs is given in Fig. 7.
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exec m [] regs= regs
exec m (i : is) regs=
case i of
Inc r ! exec m is (inc r regs)
Dec r ! exec m is (dec r regs)
JNZ r lab ! if get r regs=0
then exec m is regs
else jumplocal m lab regs
jumplocal (mods; labs) lab regs=
if lab 2 dom labs
then exec (mods; labs) (assoc labs lab) regs
else jumpmodule mods lab regs
jumpmodule [] lab regs= error \Undened label"
jumpmodule (m : mods) lab regs=
let mod = readmodule m
in if lab 2 mod ! exports
then mod ! jump lab regs
else jumpmodule mods lab regs
(mods; labs) ! jump lab regs=
if lab 2 dom labs
then exec (mods; labs) (assoc labs lab) regs
else jumpmodule mods lab regs
(mods; labs) ! exports= dom labs
Fig. 6. MC interpreter with interface calls.
We use three dierent binding-times, S; L, and D, corresponding to static, late static,
and dynamic. Binding-times are ordered:
S<L<D
Binding-time properties are expressed as binding-time types, which consist of a bare
type () and a top-level binding-time. For example, (IntL! IntD)S is the type of static
functions mapping late static integers into dynamic ones.
Just as we allow user-dened datatypes to take type parameters, we also allow them
to take binding-time parameters; in the syntax of datatype denitions,  ranges over
type variables and  ranges over binding-time variables. For example, the annotated
datatype of lists takes a parameter for the binding-time of the tail:
data List   = Nil j Cons  (List  )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p ::= ~d
d ::= f ~x=b e j
x0 !f ~x= e j
data T ~ ~= c1 ~1 j : : : j cn ~n
 ::= b j 
 ::= Int j Bool j String jModule j 1! 2 j 
 ::= T ~b ~
e ::= t : 
t ::= n j s j True j False j x j c ~e j e1b e2 j
x! e j e1@be2 j f ~e jm: f ~e j
let ~x = ~e in e j
if b e1 then e2 else e3 j
caseb e of f: : : ci ~xi 7! ei : : :g j
readmodule e j e ! f ~e j coerce e
b ::= S j L j D j 
Fig. 7. Syntax of annotated programs.
Thus, List L IntD is the (bare) type of lists with a late static spine and dynamic
integer elements. Here the binding-time parameter L refers only to the tail of the list
(and recursively the tail of the tail, etc.); the binding-time of the rst constructor in
a list is given by the top-level annotation. For example, (List L IntD)S is the type
of lists with a static rst constructor, late static tails, and dynamic elements. It may
seem a little strange that we permit the rst and later constructors to have dierent
binding-times { why not simply require them all to be the same, which would enable
us to use a simpler notation such as []b instead of (List b )b? Our choice is slightly
more expressive, but was made largely for historical reasons; in practice, the simpler
choice may well be preferable.
We leave informal how binding-time parameters are added to datatype denitions;
although it is not described in the literature, it has little to do with the subject of this
paper.
We remark in passing that the syntax in Fig. 7 is a little misleading, in that it
suggests that binding-time variables can appear anywhere a binding-time can. Because
we will not allow binding-time polymorphism in general, it is actually only in datatype
denitions that they can appear.
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Intb wft Stringb wft Boolb wft Moduleb wft
1 wft 2 wft b . 1 b . 2
(1! 2)b wft
Fig. 8. Well-formedness of types.
We dene a relation between binding-times and binding-time types: b .  holds if
expressions of type  are computed at binding-time b or later. For example, S . IntD,
since dynamic integers are computed later than the rst specialisation. On the other
hand, D. IntS does not hold, since static integers are computed before run-time. We
read b .  as ‘b forces ’, and we use this relation, for example, to express the constraint
that the result of a conditional can only be computed once the value of the test is
known. Such a relation is a standard part of constraint-based binding-time analysis.
We dene it simply by 1
b . b
0 , b6b0
Binding-time types must be well-formed, to guarantee that there are no references
‘backwards in time’, from later binding-times to earlier ones. For example, dynamic
functions may not return late static results. We write  wft if  is well-formed, and
dene this relation via the inference system in Fig. 8. Again, this is a standard part of
type-based binding-time analysis.
We leave the well-formedness conditions for data types informal; they just require
that the component types are well-formed, and are no earlier than the top-level binding-
time. For example, the type (List b )b
0
is well-formed under the conditions
 b06b { because b is the binding-time of the tail, which must be no earlier than b0,
 b0 .  { because  is the binding-time type of the head, which must be no earlier
than b0,
 and b .  { because the type of the tail, (List b )b, must itself be well-formed, and
so must meet the second condition above.
When we present binding-time rules we will implicitly assume that all types satisfy
the well-formedness condition.
The ordering on binding-times induces a sub-type relation on binding-time types in
the standard way: 162 if a value of type 1 can be converted to a value of type 2
by saving some information from earlier stages to later ones. The subtype relation is
dened in Fig. 9, where once again we omit the treatment of datatypes.
Annotated expressions always carry their binding-time type: their form is t :  where
we shall call t a bare term. This is a departure from previous work: other binding-time
1 The relationship between b and  is implied by the constraint that b
0
be well-formed.
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b6b0
Intb6Intb
0
b6b0
Stringb6Stringb
0
b6b0
Boolb6Boolb
0
b6b0
Moduleb6Moduleb
0
361 264 b16b2
(1! 2)b16(3! 4)b2
Fig. 9. The subtype relation.
analysers annotate operations with binding-times, but we record more information by
preserving binding-time types as well. Our partial evaluator needs this extra information
in order to decide whether to place residual function denitions in the code le or the
interface le { a decision which other partial evaluators do not need to make (see
Section 5 for a discussion of this point).
Like other binding-time analysers, we also record binding-times in annotated terms.
Operators are annotated with S; L, or D, to indicate the time at which they should
be applied. Values, such as numbers, strings, -expressions, and constructions, are
always static, and thus do not require an annotation. Late static and dynamic values
are constructed when required using a coercion. In other work, a coercion from one
binding-time type to another is expressed using syntax such as [1 7! 2]e, but since
our annotated expressions always carry their types, we can use the very simple syntax
coerce e. Taking into account the type annotations, a coercion expression actually has
the form
coerce (t : 1) : 2
where t is a bare term, and the types coerced to and from are both explicitly present.
We do not annotate let expressions with a binding-time, because our partial evaluator
never unfolds lets { in other words, we treat all of them as dynamic. We do so because
the existing techniques for classifying lets automatically work poorly in the presence
of partially static structures. Briey, a let must be classied as dynamic if the bound
variable has any dynamic component, otherwise there is a risk that unfolding the let
will duplicate run-time work. Classifying the let as dynamic then forces both the bound
variable and the body to be completely dynamic; the partial staticness of the bound
variable is lost.
Bondorf solved this problem by using CPS specialisation [1], but our specialiser
works in direct style. Therefore, we adopt a dierent treatment of lets: we specialise
the body to the static parts of the bound variables, and create a residual let expression
binding the dynamic components of the bound variables in the source. Our let expres-
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sions are a compromise between traditional static and dynamic ones; bound variables
can have any binding-times, but the body of the let is forced to be dynamic. This last
restriction could be lifted by using CPS specialisation in our case also. This choice is
not related to specialisation with modules.
Function calls carry no annotation, but function denitions are annotated with S; L
or D to indicate when the corresponding calls should be unfolded. We make the re-
striction that entry point calls must always be unfolded during the rst specialisation,
and so entry point denitions need no annotation. Entry points cannot recurse directly
on the same module (for typing reasons), and so unfolding cannot loop if the graph
of module dependencies is acyclic. This restriction does however imply that interface
les cannot contain entry point calls; one interface le cannot refer to another. While
the restriction seems reasonable, it would be interesting to consider relaxing it.
4.2. Binding-time rules
The binding-time analyser translates unannotated programs into annotated ones, de-
ciding the binding-time of each operation, adding the binding-time type of each expres-
sion, and inserting coercions where they are needed. We specify it via type-directed
translation rules. These rules let us infer judgements of the form
;;E;  ‘ p * p0
with the meaning that binding-time analysis of program p can produce annotated pro-
gram p0. Here ; , and E relate top-level function names, external function names,
and entry point names respectively to types of the form (~) { a tuple of argument
types and the result type.  is the type of module contents (the type of the rst para-
meter in entry point denitions) which must be the same for each entry point. Module
contents must be completely static; the only binding-time that may appear in  is S.
We use the same form of judgement to relate denitions to their annotated forms,
and we relate expressions to annotated ones with judgements of the form
 ;;;E; u ‘ e * e0
where   relates local variables to their binding-time types, and u is the binding-time
controlling unfolding of the enclosing function denition. We need u because we use
an idea adapted from Similix [2] to decide when function calls should be unfolded:
a call is not unfolded until the value of every condition in the function’s body is known.
The binding-time rules for expressions will guarantee that every conditional is assigned
a binding time no later than u, so the least binding-time u for which a function’s body
can be annotated tells us when the function should be unfolded.
The rules for programs and denitions appear in Fig. 10, where once again the
treatment of datatypes is left informal. The rst rule annotates a program by annotating
each denition. The second rule annotates function denitions with the ‘u’ binding-time
to control unfolding; note that the result can be produced no earlier than the time of
unfolding, that is u . 0. The third rule, for entry points, is the most interesting. Recall
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;;E;  ‘ di * d0i (8i)
;;E;  ‘ ~d * ~d0
~x:~;;;E; u ‘ e * t:0 u B 0
;;E;  ‘ f ~x= e * f ~x= ut:0
(f)= (~)0
m:;~x:~;;;E;D ‘ e * t:0 L B i; (8i) L B 0
;;E;  ‘ m !f ~x= e * m !f ~x= t:0
E(f)= (~^)^0
Fig. 10. Binding-time rules for programs.
that we plan to specialise each entry point to a module contents, producing a residual
function that will be used in later specialisations instead of invoking the entry point
on the module directly. Consequently, in the rst specialisation, the module contents
must be completely static. Its type is , which we have already said must meet this
condition. Moreover, the remaining arguments will be passed and the result returned
during a subsequent specialisation; their binding-times must therefore be at least late
static. The conditions L . i and L . 0 enforce this. But when the entry point is invoked,
during the second specialisation, the late static formal parameters must be bound to
static actual parameters. Thus the types of the arguments and result of the entry point
at a call dier from those at its denition. We dene an operator on types to translate
one into the other, by substituting S for every occurrence of the binding-time L:
^= [S=L]
In the rule we require that the entry point environment contain the type of the calls,
obtained by applying this operator to the type of the denition.
The binding-time rules for expressions appear in Fig. 11 (omitting constructors and
case as usual); these rules take care both of annotating operations with binding-times
and inserting coercions. Since a coercion might in principle be inserted almost any-
where, we simplify the rules by introducing an auxiliary form of judgement
 ;;;E; u ‘ e ,! e0
meaning that e can be annotated as e0, without a coercion of its result. Then we dene
annotation of expressions via the single rule
 ;;;E; u ‘ e ,! t : 1 162
 ;;;E; u ‘ e * coerce (t : 1) : 2
which allows the insertion of a coercion. The rules in Fig. 11 dene the auxiliary
‘without coercion’ judgement. In these rules we can choose whether or not to insert
a coercion on a sub-expression by choosing between ,! or * in the hypothesis of
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 ;;;E; u ‘ n ,! n:IntS  ;;;E; u ‘ s ,! s:StringS
 ;;;E; u ‘ True ,! True:BoolS  ;;;E; u ‘ False ,! False:BoolS
 ; x:;;;E; u ‘ x ,! x:
 ;;;E; u ‘ ei * ti:Intb; (8i)
 ;;;E; u ‘ e1 + e2 ,! (t1:Intb +b t2:Intb):Intb
 ;;;E; u ‘ e1 ,! t1:Boolb  ;;;E; u ‘ ei * ti:; i = 2; 3 b B  b6u
 ;;;E; u ‘ if e1 then e2 else e3 ,! (if b t1:Boolb then t2: else t3:):
 ; x:1;;;E; u ‘ e ,! t:2
 ;;;E; u ‘ x ! e ,! (x ! t:2):(1 ! 2)S
 ;;;E; u ‘ e1 ,! t1:(1 ! 2)b  ;;;E; u ‘ e2 * t2:1
 ;;;E; u ‘ e1 @ e2 ,! (t1:(1 ! 2)b @b t2:1):2
 ;;;E; u ‘ ei * ti:i; (8i)
 ;;;E; u ‘ f ~e ,! (f ~t:~):0
(f) = (~)0
 ;;;E; u ‘ ei * ti:i; (8i) D B i; (8i) D B 0
 ;;;E; u ‘ m:f ~e ,! (m:f ~t:~):0
(m:f) = (~)0
 ;;;E; u ‘ ei ,! ti:i; (8i)  ;~x:~;;;E; u ‘ e0 ,! t0:0 D B 0
 ;;;E; u ‘ let ~x = ~e in e0 ,! (let ~x =~t:~ in t0:0):0
 ;;;E; u ‘ e ,! t:StringS
 ;;;E; u ‘ readmodule e ,! readmodule (t:StringS):ModuleS
 ;;;E; u ‘ em ,! tm:ModuleS  ;;;E; u ‘ ei * ti:i; (8i)
 ;;;E; u ‘ em !f ~e ,! (tm:ModuleS !f ~t : ~):0
E(f) = (~)0
Fig. 11. Binding-time rules for expressions.
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the rule. In practice, most of the coercions inserted are from a type to itself; our
binding-time analyser removes such ‘identity’ coercions in a post-processor.
Most of the rules in Fig. 11 are fairly standard. Note that in the rule for if we require
the binding-time at which the enclosing denition is unfolded (u) to be at least the
binding-time of the condition; this enforces the constraint that function calls are not
unfolded until all conditionals in their body can be resolved. In the rule for external
calls we require all binding-times to be dynamic. The last two rules, for the readmodule
function which reads an interface le, and for entry point calls, require that module
values be static (have type ModuleS). Once again, this reects the fact that interface
les are read during the rst specialisation; entry point calls may not themselves be
deferred to the second, which would lead to their appearance in interface les.
These binding-time rules only specify what it means for a program to be well-
annotated. As usual, our binding-time analyser produces the ‘best’ well-annotation of
a program consistent with initial information about the dynamic inputs, where ‘best’
means with the earliest binding-times. Binding-time analysers for monolithic specialis-
ers must be given the binding-times of the inputs to the entire program; in our case
we give the binding-times of the entry points of the program to be specialised. That
is, our binding-time analyser constructs an instance of the judgement
;;E;  ‘ p * p0
given  (the types of external functions), E (the binding-time types of the entry points),
and p (the program to be annotated); it produces  (the binding-time types of the top-
level functions),  (the type of a module contents), and of course an annotated program
p0.
4.3. Binding-times in the MC interpreter
Let us return to our running example: the MC interpreter in Fig. 6. What results
will we obtain from binding-time analysis in this case? Recall that the binding-time
analyser takes the binding-times of the entry points as input; we therefore must begin
by deciding on the binding-times for exports and jump.
Intuitively, we expect to know statically which names a module exports, and so we
make the result of exports completely static. Moreover, when we compile a jump into
a module, we expect to know statically the name of the label jumped to, and also the
number of registers in use, but not their contents. We therefore give the entry points
the following binding-times:
exports : ()(List S StringS)S
jump : (StringS; (List S IntD)S) (List D IntD)D
or, in an informal Haskell-like syntax,
exports : [StringS]S
jump : StringS ! [IntD]S ! [IntD]D
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(We are forced to make the result of jump purely dynamic, even though we intuitively
still expect to know the number of registers in use, because jump specialises to a call
of exec, which is not unfolded.) Note that the module parameter (before the ‘!’) does
not appear in the binding-times of entry-points.
Unfortunately, with this starting point, binding-time analysis fails! The problem is
that while the actual parameters of jump are static or partially so, the formal parameters
are obliged to be at least late static (as all formal parameters of entry points are). So in
the body of jump, lab is late static, and so the list of instructions passed to exec is also
late static { whereas we naturally expected the instructions to be ‘known at compile
time’, that is static. When exec interprets a jump instruction, the label jumped to is
therefore also late static. As a result so is the actual label parameter in the interface
call to jump. But this violates the binding-time that we gave for jump in the rst place.
Fortunately, there is a well-known technique for improving the binding-times of
values drawn from a nite range, such as the lab parameter of jump. Using the so-
called ‘Trick’ [16] in the body of jump, we compare the (late static) formal parameter
lab against each (static) label in the module we are jumping into, and on a match
specialise exec to the static label (equal to lab) instead. Thus exec’s late static label
parameter becomes a static parameter instead, and the problem is solved. The Trick
has previously been used to convert dynamic values to static ones, but we can convert
late static to static in just the same way.
A similar diculty arises in making the regs parameter partially static: the formal
regs parameter of jump is only partially late static, but the regs parameter of exec must
be a list with a static spine if the interface call to jump is to be correctly typed. We
can convert the former to the latter by applying a function which copies a list, given
its length as a static parameter. Since the recursion in copy is static, then the list that
it builds has a static spine, even though the list of registers we pass it has a late static
one. We shall x the number of registers arbitrarily to two. After these modications
the MC interpreter appears as in Fig. 12.
All the conditionals in this program are static, except the test for a zero register
contents in exec. All functions are therefore unfolded except for exec, whose residual
versions are therefore placed in the code le as we would expect.
We show the annotated denition of the copy function produced by binding-time
analysis in Fig. 13. Notice that almost all the coercions turned out to be identities
and have been removed. The only remaining one is needed to convert Nil from a
completely static type to the one at which it is used.
5. Partial evaluation
In this section we shall give a formal specication of our partial evaluator via a
collection of inference rules, which let us infer the residual code that specialising a
particular source program produces. In the rst subsection we describe the form of the
quantities that appear in our inference rules { we dene our datatypes, if you like. In
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exec m [] regs = regs
exec m (i : is) regs =
case i of
Inc r ! exec m is (inc r regs)
Dec r ! exec m is (dec r regs)
JNZ r lab ! if get r regs = 0
then exec m is regs
else jumplocal m lab regs
jumplocal (mods; labs) lab regs =
if lab 2 dom labs
then exec (mods; labs) (assoc labs lab) regs
else jumpmodule mods lab regs
jumpmodule [] lab regs = error \Undened label"
jumpmodule (m : mods) lab regs =
let mod = readmodule m
in if lab 2 mod ! exports
then mod ! jump lab regs
else jumpmodule mods lab regs
(mods; labs) ! jump lab regs =
jumpinto (mods; labs) labs lab regs
jumpinto m [] lab regs = error \Bad jump"
jumpinto m ((l; instrs) : labs) lab regs =
if lab = l
then exec m instrs (cop 2 regs)
else jumpinto m labs lab regs
cop n regs =
if n = 0
then []
else head regs : cop (n− 1) (tail regs)
(mods; labs) ! exports = dom labs
Fig. 12. MC interpreter after binding-time improvements.
the second subsection we specify the specialisation of most forms of expressions. We
discuss the specialisation of calls separately in the third subsection, and in the fourth
we describe our rules for handling coercions. Finally, in the last subsection we specify
the top-level behaviour of the complete partial evaluator.
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cop n regs =S
( if S (n : IntS =S 0 : IntS) : Bool S
then coerce (Nil : (List S IntS)S) : (List S IntD)S
else (Cons (head (regs : (List L IntD)L) : IntD)
(cop ((n : IntS −S 1 : IntS) : IntS)
(tail (regs : (List L IntD)L) : (List L IntD)L)
: (List S IntD)S))
: (List S IntD))S
: (List S IntD)S
Fig. 13. The annotated denition of copy.
5.1. The syntax of contexts
Every program fragment is specialised in a context, and we will begin by being
precise about the contextual information that is required. That is, we begin by discussing
the form of the judgements that appear in our inference rules.
First of all let us simplify the treatment of data-type denitions. Although they were
of great importance during binding-time analysis, now that we are discussing partial
evaluation they play only a small role. From time to time we will need to refer to the
(binding-time) types of constructors, but we will be a little informal and simply write
c : (~)0 to refer to them, rather than introduce a type-environment into our partial
evaluator. Since we allow constructors to be polymorphic, the same constructor may
be used with dierent (mono-)types at dierent occurrences.
Moreover, since global functions have the same type at each occurrence, we will
not use an explicit global function environment either; we just write f : (~)0 when
we need to refer to a function’s type.
We thus consider a program to be specialised to be just a set of entry point denitions
and a set of function denitions. Our partial evaluator takes a program in such a
form, and a module contents to specialise it to, and constructs a residual program
containing a specialisation of each entry point to the module contents, and residual
function denitions called from the residual entry points. We might consider the residual
program to be a pair hE;i of specialised entry points E and specialised function
denitions . In fact, we divide the specialised functions into those that belong in the
code le, C, and those that belong in the interface le, I . Specialised entry points are
always placed in the interface le; thus the output of specialisation is a code le C
and an interface le hE; Ii.
When the specialiser encounters a call of readmodule, then it reads the interface le
of that module from the lestore. Abstractly such an interface le is just a pair hE;i
of entry point and function denitions, and the specialiser needs access to a module
environment M mapping module names to pairs of this form.
We therefore specify the partial evaluator via inference rules whose context refers
to these quantities. The specialisation of expressions is expressed using judgements of
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  ::= fx1 7! v1; : : : ; xn 7! vng
 ::= ff1 7! h~x1; b1; e1i; : : : ; fn 7! h~xn; bn; enig
 ::= (C; I)
C ::= f(rcc; defn)g
I ::= f(rcc; defn)g
rcc ::= (f; ; )
defn ::= (f;~x; b; e)
M ::= fm1 7! hE1; 1i; : : : ; mn 7! hEn; nig
E ::= ff1 7! h~x1; e1i; : : : ; fn 7! h~xn; enig
v ::= n j True j False j s j c ~v j h ;; x; ei j hE;i j e
Fig. 14. The syntax of environments.
the form
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e + v
where e is an annotated expression, v is a specialisation time value,   is a context
relating local variables to values,  relates top-level function names to their denitions,
 represents the residual program in the form (C; I), M is the module environment,
and m is the name of the module being generated. The specialiser needs to know m
in order to construct references from the interface le to the code le correctly. The
syntax of these quantities appears in Fig. 14.
C and I together contain the generated function denitions in the residual program.
Partial evaluators generate residual function denitions corresponding to the residual
function calls in the program, and C and I record this correspondence. However, since
the meaning of a residual call may depend on the environment in which it appears,
we represent C and I as functions from residual call closures to residual function
denitions (represented concretely as sets of pairs).
Residual call closures specify a function specialisation to be performed. They are
represented by triples of the form (f; ; ), where f is the name of the function
to be specialised,   represents the actual parameters that f will be specialised to,
and  is the scope in which f is dened. For convenience, the actual parameters
are represented by an environment   binding f’s formal parameter names to their
specialisation time values; dynamic parameters are bound to fresh variable names in
 . The third component  is needed because function denitions to be specialised may
come from the original program, or from any one of a number of interface les; to
identify a function to be specialised uniquely we must give not only its name, but also
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the list of denitions in which its denition appears. For example, a specialisation of
the ubiquitous power function might be generated from the triple
0
BBBBB@
power;
fn 7! n0 : IntD; x 7! 2g;
\power n x =D ifD n =D coerce 1
then coerce x
else coerce xDpower (n−D coerce 1) x"
1
CCCCCA
(where we have omitted the binding-time type annotations on the source code).
Generated function denitions are represented as a 4-tuple of the residual function
name, the formal parameters, the binding-time at which the generated denition should
be unfolded, and the body. In our example, the generated denition
power2 n
0 =D ifD n0 =D coerce 1
then coerce 2
else 2D power2 (n0 −D coerce 1)
is represented by the 4-tuple
0
BBBBBBB@
power2;
n0;
d;
\ ifD n0 =D coerce 1
then coerce 2
else 2D power2 (n0 −D coerce 1)"
1
CCCCCCCA
where power2 is a freshly chosen name. Note that the formal parameters of the residual
denition are renamed according to   { n becomes n0.
C and I thus map triples to 4-tuples, but in fact the specialisation rules for expres-
sions only use them to obtain the correct residual function names to use in generated
function calls. These rules only require that C and I contain suciently many entries
to cover every call that appears, they do not require that the generated denitions held
in C and I are the right ones. The generation of C and I will be specied later.
Specialisation time values may be either static values (numbers, strings, etc.), or
residual code. We write the residual code for an expression e as e. Because the residual
functions that we generate may be specialised a second time, we use the same language
for source and residual programs. That is, the residual code is also annotated. But while
our source language is three-level, the residual code is really only two level: late static
quantities become static, while static quantities are specialised away. Indeed, a three-
level expression with type  is specialised to a two-level one with type ^, using the
‘hat’ operator we dened in the previous section, which maps L to S. This operator is
used to construct the type annotations on the residual code.
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Our specialiser supports partially static structures, which may be either constructions
or functions. A constructor applied to values is itself a value, which may then be
decomposed statically by a case expression. The components may of course be code.
Static function values are represented by closures of the form h ;; x; ei, where  
and  dene the local variables and function names in scope where the originating
-expression appears. Such a closure may be partially static since   may bind local
variables to values containing code.
Values of the form hE;i represent interface les.
5.2. The specialisation of expressions
The rules for specialising expressions appear in Figs. 15 and 16.
In general, we need three rules for each operator, one for each binding-time. But
since the rules for late static and dynamic operators are very similar { in each case
just building a residual occurrence of the operator { we have combined them, using
a relation b1 ,! b2 to translate the binding-time in the source code to the correct
binding-time for the residual occurrence. This relation is dened by
D ,! D L ,! S
That is, dynamic operations generate dynamic operations in the residual code, while
late static operations generate static ones.
The only rule in this gure which requires further explanation is the rule for let.
Although let expressions are not unfolded, we nevertheless specialise the body of the let
to the static parts of the let-bound variables. For example, assuming that z is dynamic
then we specialise
let x = (2; z + 1) in ( fst x + 1) snd x
to
let x1 = z + 1 in 3 x1
The static parts of the bound values are used to specialise the body of the let, while
the dynamic parts are bound to fresh variables in the residual program; in this case the
fresh variable x1 is bound to the dynamic expression z + 1. We formalise this process
via a relation
   0[~x ) ~e]
Here   is the ‘natural’ environment that binds the let-bound variables to their values;
it is split into its ‘static part’  0 (which may refer to fresh variable names ~x), and its
‘non-static parts’, the code fragments ~e.   can be reobtained by substituting the code
values ~e for the variables ~x in  0, and  0 is restricted so that the only code values
that may appear in it are the variable names in ~x. In the example above, we split the
environment as follows:
(x 7! (2; z + 1)) (x 7! (2; x1))[x1 7! z + 1]
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 ;;;M ;m ‘ n:IntS + n  ; x 7! v;;;M ;m ‘ x: + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + vi; (8i)
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (c ~e): + c ~v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + ni; i = 1; 2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (e1 +S e2):IntS + n
n = n1 + n2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + e0i ; i = 1; 2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (e1 +b1 e2):Intb1 + (e01 +b2 e02):Intb2
b1 ,! b2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ x:e:(1!2)S + h ;; x; ei
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e1 + h 0; 0; x; ei
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e2 + v
 0; x 7! v;0;;M ;m ‘ e + v0
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (e1@Se2): + v0
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + e0i ; i = 1; 2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (e1@b1e2): + (e01@b2e02):^
b1 ,! b2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + vi; (8i)
f~x 7! ~vg  0[~x0 ) ~e0]
 ;  0;;;M ;m ‘ e + e0
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (let ~x = ~e in e): + (let ~x0 = ~e0 in e0):^
Fig. 15. Specialisation rules for expressions, part 1.
Environment splitting is dened formally in Fig. 17, which also denes an auxiliary
relation for splitting values into their static and non-static parts. The same process is
used to construct the formal and actual parameter lists for residual function calls.
5.3. The specialisation of calls
The specialisation rules for the various kinds of call appear in Fig. 18. The rst
rule unfolds calls of functions whose denition is annotated S. The second rule un-
folds entry-point calls: here the rst operand must evaluate to a module (interface le
contents), and the call is unfolded in this environment. The third rule handles external
function calls, which are simply residualised.
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 ;;;M ;m ‘ e1 + True  ;;;M ;m ‘ e2 + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (if S e1 then e2 else e3): + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e1 + False  ;;;M ;m ‘ e3 + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (if S e1 then e2 else e3): + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + e0i ; i = 1::3
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (if b1 e1 then e2 else e3): + (if b2 e01 then e02 else e03):^
b1 ,! b2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e + ck ~vk  ;~xk 7! ~vk ;;;M ;m ‘ ek + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (caseS e of : : : ck ~xk 7! ek : : :): + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e + t:  ;~xi 7! ~x0i :i;+ ;;M ;m ‘  ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + e0i ; (8i)
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (caseb1 e of −−−−−−!ci ~xi 7! ei): + (caseb2 t: of
−−−−−−!
ci ~xi0 7! e0i ):^
(
~x0i fresh
b1 ,! b2
ci:(~i)
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e + s
 ;;;M ;m ‘ readmodule(e):ModuleS + hE ; 0i M (s) = hE; 
0i
Fig. 16. Specialisation rules for expressions, part 2.
; ;[; ) ;]
   0[F ) A] v v0[F 0 ) A0]
 ; x 7! v  0; x 7! v0[F; F 0 ) A; A0]
n n[; ) ;]
vi  v0i[Fi ) Ai](8i)
c v1 : : : vn  c v01 : : : v
0
n[F1; : : : ; Fn ) A1; : : : ; An]
   0[F ) A]
h ;; x; ei h 0; ; x; ei[F ) A]
hE;i hE;i[; ) ;]
e :  x :  [x ) e : ] (x fresh)
Fig. 17. Environment splitting.
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 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + vi; (8i) f~x 7! ~vg;;;M ;m ‘ e + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (f ~e ) :  + v (f) = h~x; S; ei
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e0 + hE; 0i
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + vi; (8i)
f~x 7! ~vg;0; ; M ;m ‘ e + v
 ;;;M ;m ‘ e0 ! f ~e + v
E(f) = h~x; ei
 ;;;M ;m ‘ ei + e0i ; (8i)
 ;;;M ;m ‘ (m0:f ~e ) :  + (m0:f ~e0i ) : ^
 ;; (C; I);M ;m ‘ ei + vi; (8i) f~x 7! ~vg  0[~x0 ) ~e0]
 ;; (C; I);M ;m ‘ (f ~e ) :  + (f0 ~e0) : ^

(f) = h~x; L; ei
hf0; ~x0; S; ei = Ihf;  0; i
 ;; (C; I);M ;m ‘ ei + vi; (8i) f~x 7! ~vg  0[~x0 ) ~e0]
 ;; (C; I);M ;m ‘ (f ~e ) :  + (m:f0 ~e0) : ^
8<
:
(f) = h~x; D; ei
complete(~e0)
hf0; ~x0; D; ei = Chf;  0; i
 ;; (C; I);M ;m ‘ ei + vi; (8i) f~x 7! ~vg  0[~x0 =) ~e0]
 ;; (C; I);M ;m ‘ (f ~e ) :  + (f0 ~e0) : ^
8<
:
(f) = h~x; D; ei
:complete(~e0)
hf0; ~x0; D; ei = Ihf;  0; i
Fig. 18. Specialisation rules for calls.
The remaining rules handle the creation of residual function calls. All three rules
evaluate the actual parameters, create an appropriate environment  0 containing those
parameters, and then nd the corresponding residual function denition f0, and generate
a call of the appropriate form. The rst of these rules applies to functions whose
denition is labelled L in the source: residual version of such functions are unfolded
during a later specialisation, and so must be placed in the interface le. Therefore, this
rule looks for the specialised function to call in I . The second and third rules apply to
functions whose source denitions are labelled D: residual versions of these functions
can be placed in the code le if they have only dynamic parameters, but otherwise
must be placed in the interface le for further specialisation. We test this using the
function
complete ~e=8(t : b)2~e:b=D
If complete ~e holds, then the residual function belongs in the code le, and must be
called via an external call of the form m:f0. Otherwise (last rule) the function belongs
in the interface le. Notice that these rules simply assume that C and I contain the
necessary residual function denitions; in practice of course, it is when we apply these
rules that we discover which residual functions must be generated.
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Notice that the choice between the last two rules here cannot be determined prior to
specialisation. Suppose we are specialising a function f to, among other parameters,
a static function. We treat static function closures as partially static structures (via
environment splitting), and so if the function passed as a parameter has a late static
free variable, then the residual function f0 will have a static parameter. Such a residual
function is not completely specialised and must be placed in the interface le { the
complete predicate for the call will be false. On the other hand, if the function passed as
a parameter has no late static free variable, then the specialisation f0 will be completely
specialised and can be placed in the code le. But our binding-time analyser does not
dierentiate between static functions with late static free variables, and those without
{ the types of a function’s free variables are not reected in its own type. So it cannot
predict what the outcome of the complete predicate will be, and so cannot either predict
which le specialisations of f should be placed in.
Notice also that the outcome of the test cannot be determined by examining the terms
(as opposed to the types) in the residual program. A function specialisation is complete
if all its actual parameters are dynamic, rather than late static, but these actual parame-
ters could very well be code for residual variables, whose binding-time cannot be deter-
mined except from the context. This is why we annotate every expression with its type
in both the source and residual programs: just so that we are able to perform this test.
In the conference version of this paper we worked with a rst-order language [11],
in which this problem is much simpler. In that context the binding-times in the source
carry sucient information to determine whether or not each residual function will be
completely specialised, and annotation with types is unnecessary.
Why not simply extend the binding-time analysis to record the presence or absence
of late static free variables in function types? This would certainly be possible, but
would force a more conservative division of residual functions between the code and
the interface le. For example, consider the well-known map function. If any call of
map were passed a function with a late-static free variable, then the binding-time type
assigned to map would have to indicate that all calls might have such functions as
arguments. As a result, all specialisations of map would have to be placed in the
interface le, even though perhaps very many of them could be placed in the code
le instead by our more liberal ‘on-line’ strategy. There is a solution of course: the
programmer could simply duplicate the denition of map in the source, and call one
version when the argument function had late static free variables, and the other version
when it had not. Nevertheless, because it is important to minimise the size of the
interface le, and therefore the work that must be done in later specialisations, we
have made the design choice to decide the complete test on a per-residual-function
basis, during specialisation.
5.4. Rules for coercion
The only form of expression not yet considered is the coercion. The specialisation
rules for coercions appear in Fig. 19. We specify coercion in terms of an auxiliary
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 ;;;M ;m ‘ t:1 + v ;M ;m ‘ v:1  v0:2
 ;;;M ;m ‘ coerce (t:1):2 + v0
;M ;m ‘ v: v:
;M ;m ‘ e:1L  coerce e:^2D:D2
;M ;m ‘ n:IntS  n:IntS:IntL
;M ;m ‘ n:IntS  coerce (n:IntS):IntD:IntD
;M ;m ‘ h ;; x; e0i:(1!2)S  
h ;; x0; coerce (e0[coerce (x0:3):1=x:1]):4i:(3!4)S x
0 fresh
 ; fx 7! coerce (x0: ^3): ^1g; ;; M ;m ‘ coerce e0:4 + e00
;M ;m ‘ h ;; x; e0i:(1!2)S  (x0:e00):( ^3! ^4):(3!4)L
x0 fresh
 ; fx 7! coerce (x0: ^3): ^1g; ;; M ;m ‘ coerce e0:4 + e00
;M ;m ‘ h ;; x; e0i:(1!2)S  
coerce ((x0:e00):( ^3! ^4)):( ^3! ^4)D:(3!4)D
x0 fresh
c:(~) c:(~0)0 ;M ;m ‘ vi:i  v0i :0i ; (8i)
;M ;m ‘ c ~v:S  c ~v0:0
c:(~) c:(~0)0 ;M ;m ‘ vi:i  e0i :0i ; (8i)
;M ;m ‘ c ~v:S  c ~e0:^0S:0L
c:(~) c:(~0)0 ;M ;m ‘ vi:i  e0i :0i ; (8i)
;M ;m ‘ c ~v: coerce (c ~e0:^0):^0D:0D
Fig. 19. Coercion rules.
judgement
;M ;m ‘ v :  v0 : 0
which states that a value v with type  can be coerced to a value v0 with type 0. The
rst rule in the gure just invokes this auxiliary denition.
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The next two rules cover the easy cases: coercion from a type to itself (which is
a no-op), and coercion from a late-static value to a dynamic one (which just delays
the coercion to the next specialisation). All the remaining rules cover the coercion of
static values. It is of course just when the specialiser has some static information that
there is something non-trivial for coercion to do.
The next two rules cover the coercion of static integers to late static or dynamic
ones respectively; they create code for integer constants. In the latter case, since such
constants are always static in our language, then we must insert a coercion into the
residual expression to create a dynamic constant. For the same reason, coercions that
create dynamic -expressions and constructions must also insert coercions into the
residual code.
The next three rules cover the coercion of static function closures, to static functions
with other types, late-static functions, and dynamic functions respectively. These are the
trickiest coercions to specify, and interestingly we have not found a formal description
of function coercion in the literature. The rst rule covers the coercion of a static
function closure to a dierent static function type, which we achieve by building a
modied function closure that coerces the argument and result appropriately when it
is applied. The second rule coerces a static function closure to a late static function,
which means that it must build residual code for a static -expression. We construct
the body of the residual -expression by specialising the body of the static function
closure, with its parameter bound to code for (a coercion of) the residual -expression’s
bound variable. It is safe to bind the variable x to code, because its type 1 must be
at least late static { since 361 must hold for the coercion to be well-typed, and 3
must be late static for the function type (3 ! 4)L to be well-formed. The nal rule,
for coercing a static function closure to a dynamic function, is similar, but must insert
a coercion into the residual code also.
The last three rules specify the coercion of constructions, and require no further
explanation.
5.5. Specifying the top-level
Now that we have completely specied the specialisation of expressions, we can go
on to discuss the specialisation of entire programs. At the top-level, the inputs to the
partial evaluator are
 a program to be specialised, hE;i, consisting of entry point and function denitions.
The entry point denitions take the form hm;~x; ei, where m is the variable name
bound to the module contents parameter.
 a module environment M .
 the name of the code module to be generated, m.
 the module contents that the program is to be specialised to, v.
The output of the partial evaluator is
 A code le C, consisting of function denitions.
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!exports= [\double"; \continue"]
!jump lab regs=
if S lab=S \double"
then A:execdouble (head regs) (head (tail regs))
else if lab=S \continue"
then A:execcontinue (head regs) (head (tail regs))
else error \Bad jump"
head xs=
caseS xs of x : xs0 ! x
tail xs=
caseS xs of x : xs0 ! xs0
Fig. 20. The interface le.
 An interface le hE0; Ii, where E0 is the specialised entry points, and I consists
of function denitions. Specialised entry points take the form h~x; ei; no module
parameter remains.
The input and output must be related by the following two conditions.
 The specialised entry points E0 must contain specialisations of the entry points in E:
E0 = ff 7! h~x0; e0i j E(f)= hx0;~x; ei; f : (~)0;
fx0 7! v; : : : xi 7! x0i : ^i : : :g; ; (C; I); M; m‘ e+ e0g
Notice that we need to know the type of f in order to construct the correct annotated
code for its formal parameters.
 The residual functions in the code and interface les are produced by correct spe-
cialisations:
8(hf; ; i 7! hf0; ~x0; b0; e0i)2C [ I:  ; ; (C; I); M; m‘ e+ e0
These conditions specify the residual functions which must be generated, but permit
the generation of unused denitions also. Of course, our partial evaluator produces the
smallest C and I with these properties.
When the MC interpreter in Fig. 12 is specialised to the module in Fig. 3, we obtain
the residual code in Figs. 20 and 21. In these gures we have omitted all annotations
and coercions from the code le (where they are irrelevant), and all type annotations
from the interface le (for brevity). We have distinguished entry point denitions in
the interface le with a preceding ‘!’.
In the interface le, notice that the late static operations in the interpreter are now
static: the comparisons with lab will be simplied away during the next specialisation,
as will applications of head and tail.
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module A where
execdouble regs0 regs1 =
if regs0 = 0
then A:exec1 regs0 regs1
else A:execcontinue regs0 regs1
exec1 regs0 regs1 = [regs0; regs1]
execcontinue regs0 regs1 =A:exec2(regs0 − 1)regs1
exec2 regs0 regs1 =A:exec3 regs0 (regs1 + 1)
exec3 regs0 regs1 =A:exec4 regs0 (regs1 + 1)
exec4 regs0 regs1 =
if regs0 = 0
then A:exec1 regs0 regs1
else A:execcontinue regs0 regs1
Fig. 21. The code le.
In the code le, notice that our rather crude unfolding strategy produces many very
small functions. To avoid this we use a post-unfolding stage, in which functions which
are called only once are unfolded at the point of call, unless the denition is in the
code le and the call is in the interface le. To unfold in this latter case would simply
move code from the code le, where it can be compiled, to the interface le, where it
cannot. After post-unfolding the code le appears as in Fig. 22.
6. Implementation
We have made two implementations of partial evaluators like that described here. Our
rst implementation was for a rst-order language and lacked a binding-time analyser:
annotations were placed by hand [11]. Our second implementation follows the formal
description closely. It processes a subset of Haskell [20], and both source and residual
programs are run using a standard Haskell compiler. All the examples in this paper
have been run on both implementations.
In order to generate runnable main programs (and not just modules) we added a
new kind of entry-point, which we call a ‘top-level’ entry point. Top-level entry points
dene the behaviour of an entire program, and cannot be called from an interpreter. The
partial evaluator can be instructed to specialise the ordinary entry points to a module,
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module A where
execdouble regs0 regs1 =
if regs0 = 0
then [regs0; regs1]
else A:execcontinue regs0 regs1
execcontinue regs0 regs1 =
if regs0 − 1=0
then [regs0 − 1; regs1 + 1 + 1]
else A:execcontinue (regs0 − 1) (regs1 + 1 + 1)
Fig. 22. The code le after unfolding.
import A
main : Inc 0
JNZ 0 double
Fig. 23. An MC main program.
or to specialise the top-level entry points. The latter case corresponds to ‘compiling
the main program’. Of course, the top-level entry points may refer to the other entry
points of imported modules. In the case of the MC interpreter, the top-level entry point
is dened by
mod # run regs= jumplocal mod \main" (copy0 2 regs)
where ‘#’ is the symbol used to identify top-level entry point denitions, and copy’
is dened identically to copy, and is used to improve the binding-time of regs to a
static list. (Two versions of the copy function are needed because their arguments have
dierent binding-times.)
The main module of an MC program must dene the label \main"; an example
appears in Fig. 23, where module A is the one in Fig. 3. It is compiled by specialising
the run entry point, which in this case calls the jump entry point in the interface le
for A as follows:
(readmodule \A") ! jump \double" [head regs + 1; head(tail regs)]
Specialising the denition in the interface le (shown in Fig. 20) with these arguments
results in the residual call
A: execdouble (head regs + 1) (head (tail regs))
to the code le shown in Fig. 21. The complete residual program is shown in Fig. 24.
We do not divide the output of the partial evaluator into a code and interface le in
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module MCMain where
import A
run regs= if head regs + 1=0
then [head regs + 1; head (tail regs)]
else A:execdouble (head regs + 1) (head (tail regs))
Fig. 24. Code for the main program.
this case. This module in turn is then imported into a Haskell ‘main program’, which
just calls run appropriately.
Even with a binding-time analyser, we found it necessary to give the programmer
some explicit control over binding-times. We extended the language with two new
operations, late e and dyn e, which are treated as identity functions by the partial
evaluator, but add the constraints L .  and D .  on , the type of e. We use these
operations principally to delay applications of the error function to an appropriate time.
Otherwise, since the operand is usually a constant string, most calls would be annotated
static and evaluated during the rst specialisation.
We also added a polymorphic equality primitive. This required a non-trivial ex-
tension to the binding-time analyser. An equality test must be annotated dynamic if
any component of its operands is dynamic { for example, if the operands have type
(list S IntD). To enforce this we needed to introduce a new kind of constraint, where
a type forces a binding-time rather than vice versa, with corresponding new constraint
simplication rules.
We found the lack of type polymorphism in our language very restrictive in prac-
tice; higher-order functions are virtually useless without it. We also found the lack
of binding-time polymorphism awkward: the standard solution of duplicating function
denitions that are used with dierent binding-times becomes more tedious with three
binding-times than it is with only two. We are working actively to lift both these
restrictions (existing ‘polymorphic’ binding-time analyses support binding-time poly-
morphism, but not type polymorphism [13, 6]).
Our implementation worked well in practice, with the proviso that the generated in-
terface les are unreasonably large. The main reason for this is that every expression is
annotated with its type: types can be quite large, and are repeated very many times. In
retrospect this design decision, while elegant in theory, proved unsuitable in practice.
Fortunately we believe that we can remove the type information almost completely.
Most partial evaluation rules inspect only the top-level binding time of the type an-
notations { this is for example sucient to determine the outcome of the complete
test. The exceptions are the rules for coercions, where complete types are needed. We
believe therefore that we can replace type annotations almost everywhere by the top-
level binding-time, thus cutting the space needed for annotations dramatically, without
changing the outward behaviour of the partial evaluator.
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7. A larger example: LL1 matching
As a larger example, we have written an LL1 matcher which takes a grammar
and an input string, and decides whether the input can be generated by the grammar.
The grammar can be broken up into modules; each module contains a sequence of
denitions of non-terminals. We specialise the matcher to the grammar to generate
ecient matching programs. Grammars are represented by the datatype
data Gram = Fail j Empty j Term Sym j AltGramGram j
SeqGramGram jNTString
where Fail never matches, Empty matches the empty string, Terms matches a terminal
symbol, Alt and Seq represent alternation and sequencing, and NT s matches a non-
terminal. We assume that the grammar is LL1, so that choices between alternative
matches can be made by looking ahead one symbol.
A grammar module consists of a list of imports (module names), and a list of
denitions of non-terminals:
type GModule = ([String]; [(String;Gram)])
Let us take a look at a part of the matcher. It is invoked by calling
match :: GModule! Gram! [Sym]!Maybe [Sym]
The rst two parameters will be static, while the third parameter and result will be
dynamic. The match function returns Justinp0 if the grammar matches a prex of the
input (where inp0 is the remaining unmatched input), and nothing if matching fails.
Non-terminals in the grammar are interpreted in the scope of the module passed as the
rst parameter. If the input is empty, then match just calls
cbe :: GModule! Gram! Bool
(\can be empty") to test (statically) whether the grammar can match the empty string.
Otherwise it calls
starters :: GModule! Gram! [Sym]
to compute (statically) the list of terminal symbols that a string matching the grammar
can begin with, and then compares the rst symbol of the input against each of those
symbols by calling start. If the rst symbol of the input is one of these, then start
continues matching the rest of the input by calling
next :: GModule! Gram! Sym! [Sym]!Maybe [Sym]
Note that the Trick is used here to make the (now recognised) input symbol static
when it is passed to next. If the rst input symbol is not one of the possible starters,
then matching succeeds only if the grammar can accept the empty string.
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The three functions cbe, starters and next are all dened by recursion over the
grammar, and their denitions are rather similar. We will look at next as a represen-
tative example. This function tries to match inp against grammar g, assuming that the
rst symbol s has already been matched. We are interested here in the handling of
non-terminals; that is, the case for NT . Locally dened non-terminals are handled by
calling next with their right-hand sides, while imported non-terminals are handled by
nextImport. This function in turn recurses down the list of imported modules, look-
ing for one which exports the non-terminal concerned. Having found it, it makes a
cross-module call to nextInterface. This last function cannot simply call next with the
same parameters, because two of its parameters are late static. Instead we use the Trick
twice: nextInterface calls nextTricknt which uses the Trick to make the parameter nt
static; nextTricknt then calls nextTricks which uses the Trick to make s static. Finally,
nextTricks, whose residual versions will be in the interface le, makes a call to next
with no late static parameters, whose residuals will be placed in the code le.
The handling of non-terminals by next is strongly reminiscent of the handling of
labels in the MC interpreter. In each case we search for the right imported module,
make a cross-module call, and then use The Trick to make late static parameters static
so that we can make a call to the code le. The same pattern reappears in the denitions
of cbe and starters (except that instead of calling the code le, they return a static
result). It should be possible to capture this general pattern in one or more higher-order
functions, making functions such as next much easier to dene, but this would require
a polymorphic type system.
The results of specialising the matcher to the grammar module
A ::= a A b j c
are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. Here A is a non-terminal, and a, b and c are terminal
symbols. The interface le contains specialised versions of cbe, starters, and next,
encoding the tables that an LL1 matcher would build. Notice that the code le does
not contain one entry point per non-terminal, but one entry point per non-terminal and
starter symbol combination.
By inspecting the code le, we can see that the generated code is less than perfect:
it contains an unnecessary test of the form
case Just inp of
Just inp0 !   
Nothing ! Nothing
In larger examples this combination occurs quite frequently. We discovered that it
arises from occurrences of Seq whose rst component can match a string of length
one. In the Seq branch of next we try to match the rst component g1, given the static
value s of the rst symbol in the input. If g1 can match a sequence containing just s,
then the call of next on g1 specialises to Just inp { no dynamic computation is needed
to determine that the call succeeds. The residual program for the Seq then contains a
term of the above form.
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match m g inp=
case inp of
[ ] ! if cbe m g then Just[ ] else Nothing
s : inp0 ! start m g (starters m g) s inp0
start m gss s inp =
case ss of
[ ] ! if cbe m g then Just(s : inp) else Nothing
s0 : ss0 ! if s= s0
then next m g s0inp
else start m g ss0 s inp
next m g s inp =
case g of
Term s0 ! if s= s0 then Just inp else Nothing
Alt g1 g2 ! if s2 starters m g1
then next m g1 s inp
else next m g2 s inp
Seq g1 g2 ! if s2 starters m g1
then case next m g1 s inp of
Just inp0 ! match m g2 inp0
Nothing ! Nothing
else next m g2 s inp
NT nt ! let (imps; defs) = m
in if nt2 dom defs
then next m (assoc defs nt) s inp
else nextImport imps nt s inp
nextImport imps nt s inp =
case imps of
i : imps0 ! if nt2 (readmodule i)! exports
then (readmodule i)! nextInterface nt s inp
else nextImport imps0 nt s inp
[ ] ! error (\Undened non-terminal " ++nt)
(imps; defs)! nextInterface nt s inp =
nextTricknt (imps; defs) defs nt s inp
nextTricknt m defs nt s inp =
case defs of
(n; g) : defs0 ! if nt= n
then nextTricks m g(starters m g) s inp
else nextTricknt m defs0 nt s inp
[ ] ! error (\No next for " ++nt)
nextTricks m g ss s inp =
case ss of
[ ] ! Nothing
s0 : ss0 ! if s= s0
then next m g s0 inp
else nextTricks m g ss0 s inp
Fig. 25. A fragment of the matcher.
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!exports = [\A"]
!cbeInterface nt =
if S nt =S \A" then False else error (\No cbe for " ++nt)
!nextInterface nt s inp =
if S nt =S \A"
then if S s =S \a"
then M:nextAainp
else if S s =S \c" then M:nextAc inp else coerce Nothing
else error (\No next for " ++nt)
!startersInterface s =
if S s =S \A"
then [\a"; \c"]
else error (\No starters for " ++s)
Fig. 26. The specialised matcher interface le.
To avoid this, we dened another function succeeds which tests whether a grammar
can match just the symbol s. By testing for this special case in next, we can avoid
calling next on g1 at all if it is certain to succeed. We replace the dynamic test on
next’s result by a static one, and as a result the case expressions of the form shown
above disappear. The succeeds function is also dened by recursion over the grammar,
and handles non-terminals in the same way as cbe, starters and next. Thus, we get a
new cross-module call, and a new entry succeedsInterface in interface les. This was
an easy way to implement an optimisation that works across module boundaries.
8. Richer module systems
The simple interpreters that we have used as examples support a very simple module
system, in which a module simply exports every name dened in it, and an import
brings into scope all the names exported by the module concerned. A good question
is whether our approach extends to specialise interpreters for languages with richer
module systems.
Extending the module system to support, for example, an explicit list of exported
names would be a simple matter. We would simply modify the exports function ap-
propriately. More generally, constructs which control the names in scope are easily
implemented by manipulations of environments.
However, our work in fact imposes a new inherited limit: residual programs must
use the module system of our meta-language, which is also a rather simple one. In
particular, our meta-language does not provide parameterised modules, and therefore
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nextAainp =
case Just inp of
Just inp0 !
case inp0 of
[ ]! Nothing
s : inp00 !
if s = \a"
then case M:nextAa inp00 of
Just inp000 ! M:matchb inp000
Nothing ! Nothing
else if s = \c"
then case M:nextAc inp00 of
Just inp000 ! M:matchb inp000
Nothing ! Nothing
else Nothing
Nothing! Nothing
matchb inp = case inp of
[ ] ! Nothing
s : inp0 ! if s = \b"
then Just inp0
else Nothing
nextAc inp = Just inp
Fig. 27. The specialised matcher code le.
when we specialise an interpreter for a language which does support parameterised
modules, to a program which actually uses them, the resulting residual program can
only be an encoding of the parameterised module structure into our simple modules.
We can draw an analogy with Jones’ original Mix, which handled only rst-order
functions [17]. It was possible to specialise interpreters for languages with higher-order
functions using Mix, but such an interpreter must represent function values as closures
of some sort, leading to unnecessarily complex residual programs. To compile higher-
order languages well by partial evaluation, it is important that the partial evaluator
itself supports higher-order functions.
In our case, since parameterised modules are usually both static and non-recursive,
we could interpret them by unfolding the module body at the point of instantiation.
The eect would be that ‘compiling’ a parameterised module would place a copy of
its entire body in the interface le, ready to be instantiated when the module is used.
Achieving a better treatment would require us to extend the partial evaluator to generate
parameterised modules, a challenge we leave for the future.
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9. Related work
We are not the rst to specialise a program in several stages. In 1991, Gluck [8] used
Turchin’s principle of metasystem transition [23] as the, basis of self-application of an
online partial evaluator, that is, without binding time annotation. In this framework
he managed to obtain multiple self-application; but the drawbacks are that both run
time and size of the residual program is exponential in the number of self-applications.
In 1995, Gluck and Jrgensen [9] resolved this problem with the help of the cogen
approach [14].
They used a multi-level compiler generator, mcogen, which works on expressions
with multi-level binding time annotations. The multi-level binding time information
species the stage when an expression will be known. By applying mcogen to a pro-
gram with its input arguments annotated a generating extension is produced. The gen-
erating extension is an executable program, which given the values of the parameters
at stage one, produces a new generating extension in which expressions depending
only on a stage one parameter in the generator extension have been evaluated. This
process can be repeated with the values of the parameters at the next level until the
nal result is obtained. By using the multi-level generating extensions for program spe-
cialisation they have removed a tower of self-applications, and thereby vastly improved
on the exponential complexity. However, they still generate the residual programs as
a monolithic whole.
Our partial evaluator resembles a restriction to two stages of Gluck and Jrgensen’s.
A tower of self-applications is not a problem in our work since we only need two
stages. Secondly, only a part of the residual program is specialised in the second
stage, since in our case most of the functions produced in the rst specialisation will
go into the code le. We could have used the cogen approach, but we would still have
needed similar techniques to support the generation of separate modules.
Gluck and Jrgensen explain the techniques of multi-level specialisation, but their pa-
per lacks a convincing application. We provide just such an application: we have shown
that two-stage specialisation can be used to support partial evaluators with modules.
A technical dierence between our specialiser and theirs is that while they have
multi-level binding times meaning static at the ith specialisation, we also have a binding
time dynamic. A program with maximum binding-time k can be specialised at most
k times by their specialiser: in the last ‘specialisation’ all the data is known, and
the program is simply run. In contrast, our specialiser may specialise the same piece
of code arbitrarily many times, copying it from interface le to interface le, and
dynamic expressions always remain dynamic. This is natural in our application: a chain
of module imports may be arbitrarily long. As a consequence, we also have a clear
distinction between specialisation time and run-time.
Their binding-time analyser is also specied via a binding-time type system, and
ours is in principle rather similar. The major dierences are our treatment of entry
points, which of course have nothing corresponding in their case, and that they handle
arbitrarily many binding-times while we restrict ourselves to three. However, even
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though both binding-time analysers handle multiple binding-times, there are a host of
minor dierences: Gluck and Jrgensen do not allow partially static structures, which
permits a dierent treatment of let, they do not consider user-dened data-types, they
allow coercions only on base values. Such dierences make it hard to apply their
techniques directly in our case.
Even earlier than Gluck and Jrgensen, Sundaresh and Hudak implemented a spe-
cialiser that could partially specialise a program given just a part of its static data
[22]. Moreover, given two such specialisations to dierent parts, they dened a re-
combination operator which could construct a specialisation to both parts together.
Their application was incremental computation: by dividing a program’s input data
into a number of parts and specialising it to each part separately, they could react to
a change in one part by regenerating just that specialisation, and then recombining it
with the (unchanged) specialisations to the other parts. Since recombination was often
much faster than running the program on the entire input, they were able to obtain fast
incremental behaviour from programs written in a non-incremental style.
What would happen if we applied Sundaresh and Hudak’s approach to separate
compilation of modules? The program to be specialised would be an interpreter for
an entire multi-module program, and we would naturally take the modules to be the
parts for separate specialisation. Following their approach, the interpreter would be
specialised to each module in isolation, without any information about other modules
{ even those imported into the module concerned! Naturally, the degree of possible
specialisation would be more limited than in our case, when information about imported
modules is already available. To complete compilation, the partial specialisations to
each module would need to be recombined, and at this stage specialisations requiring
cross-module information would be performed. We might view this process as a kind
of precompilation of each module, followed by a relatively expensive linking stage.
In contrast, when we specialise an interpreter to a module, we make use of the
previously generated results of specialising it to imported modules. We can there-
fore do more work in the initial specialisation, and recombination consists simply of
combining the generated modules into a complete program. As a result we can keep
the modules we generate in compiled form, and recombine using the ordinary system
linker. Sundaresh and Hudak must represent partial specialisations symbolically, so that
recombination is possible.
The advantage of Sundaresh and Hudak’s approach is that if a module imported into
many others is changed, they do not need to recompile the others { the eects of the
changes are handled during linking. We, on the other hand, would need to recompile
all modules depending on the modied one { just as a conventional compiler would.
A drawback of Sundaresh and Hudak’s specialiser is that it needs to know both
the known piece of data, and its position in the whole in order to produce a partial
specialisation. They describe, for example, an incremental data-ow analyser whose
input is a program graph divided into a list of strongly connected components; the
analyser is then specialised to one component at a time. Changes to one component
can then be handled swiftly, but if a change to the input program adds a new component
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at the beginning of the list, then all partial specialisations have to be discarded: each
specialisation is to a particular component, in a particular position. The analogy in
our situation would be to compile a module for use in a particular program: if the
same module were used in two dierent programs, in dierent positions in the ‘import
tree’, then dierent specialisations would be required. This is not particularly practical
in our context; however, it seems likely that the restriction could be lifted with some
work.
In this paper we discuss dividing the static data into modules. In recent work with
Dussart [5], we consider the related problem of dividing the program to be specialised
into modules. In that paper we used the cogen approach, but we also hope to duplicate
the results by using the specialiser we describe here (which can specialise a program
taking its data as many modules) to specialise a mix that takes the program to be
specialised { mix’s data { as many modules. In the cited paper, we showed that there
may not be a one-to-one correspondence between the modules in the source program
and those in the residual code. In the context of this paper, that observation may lead
to interesting generalisations.
The present article is an extension of a conference article we published previously
[11]. While our previous article considered only rst order programs, this one extends
our work to higher-order functions. While we previously relied on hand-annotation
of programs, this paper shows how to dene a suitable binding-time analysis. While
we previously described the partial evaluator informally, this paper gives a precise
specication via inference rules.
10. Conclusions
We have described a partial evaluator that can specialise a program to its static data
bit-by-bit. During any particular specialisation, part of the static data is known, and
part is still unknown. The key idea in our work is to distinguish these two binding-
times, static and late static. Functions are specialised in two stages, rst to their static
arguments, and then later to their late static arguments, when these become known.
The static input to our specialiser is broken up into parts, and we generate one
module of the residual program from each part. Ours is the rst specialiser which
can generate residual programs consisting of more than one module, thus removing an
inherited limit on the form of residual programs. It is also the rst specialiser which
can support separate compilation by partial evaluation of an interpreter.
We have applied (a rst-order version of) our specialiser to an interpreter for a
simple assembly level language, to an LL1 matcher, and also to a self-interpreter for
the language the specialiser processes. No additional diculties were encountered in
these larger examples. The concept of ‘late staticness’ seems to be a very intuitive way
of thinking about separate compilation.
A drawback of our approach is that specialising a program bit by bit to its input
data may produce more residual functions in total than monolithic specialisation. A
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monolithic specialiser does not generate residual functions that are not used, but we
must always generate a complete code le for each module, just in case the functions
in it are used. This is analogous to a compiler compiling all the function denitions
in a module, even though some may never be needed.
We have also extended our work so that not only the static data, but also the program
to be specialised, can be split up into parts. A near-term goal is to combine these two
results, which will require writing a corresponding cogen. We will then be able not
only to compile by specialising interpreters, but to generate free-standing compilers.
Another important step in making our work practical will be to extend it to a language
with a polymorphic type system.
We are convinced that methods for specialising and generating modules indepen-
dently will be essential if partial evaluation is to be successfully applied to very large
programs.
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